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measures of sentence similarity. In this final results
section, we look at the most semantically equiva-
lent sentences in the dataset (as judged by our ap-
proach and as judged by multilingual BERTscore
(mBERTscore; Zhang et al., 2020)) in comparison
to their human judgments of equivalence. Specif-
ically, we aim to investigate: (1) whether the av-
erage human similarity score for the most similar
n sentences is higher when ranked by our AMR-
based metric versus when ranked by mBERTscore,
and (2) whether human judgments of sentence sim-
ilarity for the most similar sentences are more
correlated with our AMR-based metric than with
mBERTscore (an embedding-based automatic eval-
uation metric of semantic textual similarity). We
compare our AMR-based metric to mBERTscore
because it has been shown to work well in cross-
lingual settings when comparing system output to
a reference (Koto et al., 2021). Semantic textual
similarity considers the question of semantic equiv-
alence slightly differently because it rewards se-
mantic overlap as opposed to equivalence.

Data. To perform this comparison, we use the
301 human annotated Spanish-English test sen-
tences from the news down of the SemEval task on
semantic textual similarity (Agirre et al., 2016).

6.1 Smatch with Cross-Lingual AMR parsing
For our analysis, we use the Translate-then-Parse
system (T+P; Uhrig et al., 2021). Providing the
Spanish sentences as input, T+P translates them
into English, and then runs an AMR parser4 on the
English translation. Because the Spanish sentence
was translated into English and then parsed, this
automatic parse can be compared against the auto-
matic parse of the original English sentence with
plain Smatch (no cross-lingual alignment added).

As we have established in §5, the noise intro-
duced by automatic parsers can be overcome in
our approach. We validate that the Smatch scores
retrieved after using Uhrig et al.’s (2021) parser
still bears some correlation with the Smatch scores
on the aligned gold AMRs.5

4Via amrlib: https://github.com/bjascob/amrlib
5On the 50 Spanish-English sentences mentioned in §4,

the correlation between the Smatch scores (in comparison to
the same gold AMRs) when using either the translation-then-
parse method or the method of aligning concepts via fast_align
is 0.31. This can be interpreted as a weak correlation. We
find that both methods (translating the sentence first, or our
pipeline algorithm aligning concepts in AMRs of different
languages) work sufficiently well to capture the amount of
divergence between cross-lingual AMR pairs.

Figure 6: All data points normalized to a range of 0 to
1 for the Spanish-English sentence pairs from Agirre
et al. (2016), including human judgment, AMR simi-
larity score, and mBERTscore. This displays the de-
creased range of mBERTscore judgments in compari-
son to human judgments and AMR similarity.

6.2 Sentence Similarity Results
The average human judgment score, on a scale of
0 to 5 with 5 being exactly equivalent, for all sen-
tence pairs which have an AMR similarity score
greater than 0.8 is 4.98. The average human judg-
ment score for all sentence pairs which have an
mBERTscore similarity score greater than 0.8 is
4.89. Similarly, the average human judgment score
for pairs with an AMR similarity score of greater
than 0.7 is 4.86, while the average human judgment
score for pairs with an mBERTscore greater than
0.7 is 3.8. This is because mBERTscore takes a
much broader view of semantic equivalence. While
the human judgments occupy the full range of 0
to 5, the mBERTscores of these sentences range
from 0.57 to 0.87, as shown in Figure 6. The AMR
similarity score ranges from 0.11 to 0.98.

This might suggest that then a higher threshold
should be used for mBERTscore to achieve the
same level of semantic granularity. However, our
AMR similarity metric is also more correlated with
human judgments for the most semantically equiv-
alent sentences. For the top 20 items as ranked
by AMR similarity, Pearson correlation with hu-
man judgments is 0.4068, while the top 20 items
as ranked by mBERTScore are not correlated with
human judgments (−0.0023). When looking at
all items above the mBERTscore of 0.8, corre-
lation with human judgment is 0.1645, whereas
for all items above the AMR similarity score of
0.8, correlation with human judgment is 0.2675.
Overall, AMR similarity score correlates with hu-
man judgment at a coefficient of 0.8367, which is
slightly lower than the 0.8605 correlation between
mBERTscore and human judgment. This evidence
further supports that our metric is in fact a finer-

https://github.com/bjascob/amrlib

